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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues,

This Special Issue seeks to enhance the state-of-the-art
research on sustainable supply chain management and
supply chain resilience in the contemporary context of
perishable food and healthcare supply chains. This Special
Issue looks forward to receiving papers using empirical or
analytical methodologies to address the sustainability and
resilience concerns in perishable food and healthcare
supply chains. 

How can the sustainability and resilience
dimensions be effectively embedded into
perishable food supply chains?;
What are the fundamental differences in designing
and assessing the performance of various food
supply chains?;
Can there be a comprehensive framework which
may help managers in improvising the performance
of supply chains which are sustainably designed to
handle uncertain events and disruptions?;
How can the blood, oxygen, and vaccine supply
chains be sustainably designed without sacrificing
supply chain performance?;
How does the adoption of disruptive technologies
in food and healthcare supply chains influence
supply chain sustainability and performance？
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Marc A. Rosen
Faculty of Engineering and
Applied Science, University of
Ontario Institute of Technology,
Oshawa, ON L1G 0C5, Canada

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

I encourage you to contribute a research or comprehensive
review article for consideration for publication in
Sustainability, an international Open Access journal which
provides an advanced forum for research findings in areas
related to sustainability and sustainable
development. Sustainability publishes original research
articles, review articles and communications. I am
confident you will find the journal contributes to
enhancing understanding of sustainability and fostering
initiatives and applications of sustainability-based
measures and activities.
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